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1.4in.Four novellas and an appendix of two stories and an essay constitute Symphonie Fantastique.
The titles of the four novelettes are At Last The Distinguished Thing, Steiglitzs Folly, The Mozart
Machine, and Intrusive Voices. At Last The Distinguished Thing: my title does all the limning and
adumbrating I want. The cognoscenti will seize and devour the hint. The elderly gentleman dying in
London in February 1916 is not identified by name until mid-point in the novella. Divided into four
sections, the novella is told in a variety of voices whose variable visions add up into a harmonious
whole. The first part is narrated by the dying writers valet, a British WW I veteran. The second
section is narrated primarily by the writers amanuensis Theodora Bosanquet. The third section is
narrated by the writers sister-in-law Alice. The final section objectifies the inner struggle of the dying
author through the creation of a ghost mechanism. The ghost or another self of the author has
emerged from the confines of the authors body and is looking down over it. This other side has
been trying to make its presence known for...
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Reviews
Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor Lowe IV
The ideal publication i at any time read through. It really is writter in easy phrases and never di icult to understand. Its been designed in an remarkably
easy way which is merely right after i finished reading through this publication by which actually transformed me, affect the way i think.
-- Ja queline Fla tley
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